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Protest Collection

McAliskey, Bernadette Devlin, 1947-
The price of my soul ; Bernadette Devlin. - London : Pan Books in association with Andre Deutsch, 1969. - [0330024531]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 1; 200823274

Sweetman, Rosita
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 2; 200823269

Adams, James, 1951-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 3; 200823275

Seale, Patrick
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 4; 200376773

Masurel, Edouard
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 5; 200130880

Quattrocchi, Angelo
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 6; 20093067

Tristan, Anne
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 7; 200128126

Irish Freedom Movement
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 8; 164716001

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 9; 200867271

McGuire, Maria
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 10; 200842394
Boulton, David
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 11; 200842393

Curran, Frank
Derry : countdown to disaster ; Frank Curran. - Dublin : Gill and Macmillan, 1986. - [0717114678]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 12; 200823186

O'Neill, Terence, 1914-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 13; 200823188

O'Doherty, Shane Paul
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 14; 200676038

Green, Jonathon
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 15; 200881617

Viénet, René, 1944-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 16; 200884583

Thompson, E. P. (Edward Palmer), 1924-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 17; 200884582

Randle, Michael
Support Czechoslovakia ; by Michael Randle, April Carter, and others. - London : Published for the War Resisters International by Housmans, [1968]. - [0852830009]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 18; 200884604

Pesquet, Jacques
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 19; 200884594
Zilliacus, K. (Konni), 1894-1967
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 20; 200884618

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 21; 200884540

Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 22; 200884541

Davies, Harold, 1897-1982
   Death stands at attention : a protest against the H. Bomb Tests ; by Harold Davies M.P. - London : Housmans, 1957. - Title from cover. [M0187957SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 23; 200884616

Cliff, Tony, 1917-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 24; 200884547

Gittings, John
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 25; 200884591

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 26; 200884561

Freedom struggle by the Provisional IRA. - [S.l.], [1973]. - Title from cover. [M0187994SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 27; 200884534

Guillain, Robert, 1908-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 28; 200884565

30 questions and answers about CND. - [London] : [CND], [1982]. - Leaf. - [M0187927SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 29; 200884570
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Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 30; 200884543

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 31; 200884559

Goodman, Geoffrey
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 32; 200884576

Hall, Stuart, 1932-
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 33; 200884615

Hughes, Emrys, 1894-1969
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 34; 200884610

Hughes, Emrys, 1894-1969
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 35; 200884610

Jones, Mervyn, 1922-
Flowing tide; by Mervyn Jones. - [London]: [CND], [1960?]. - [M0187935SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 36; 200884605

Jones, Mervyn, 1922-
Freed from fear: a policy for a Britain without H-Bombs; by Mervyn Jones. - Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, [1962]. - Title from cover. Imprint from colophon. [b6210336]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 37; 200884600

Arrowsmith, Pat
On the brink -: poems; by Pat Arrowsmith; foreword by Adrian Mitchell. - London: Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, 1981. - Text on inside covers. [0907321003]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 38; 200884544

Aylmer, G. E. (Gerald Edward), 1926-
Labour and the bomb; by Gerald Aylmer. - London: Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, [1960?]. - [M0187928SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 39; 200884539
Let Britain lead: a Socialist defence policy; the case for unilateral nuclear disarmament presented in this pamphlet is commended to you by Frank Beswick... et al. - London: Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, [1960]. - Cover title. [M0187936SH]

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 40; 200884569


Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 41; 200884538

Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International

Dossier: Revolutionary Marxists and the French Revolution. - [London]: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International; [1968]. - ], 17 p.. - Title from cover. [M0187951SH]

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 42; 200884614

Working Peoples Party of England


Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 43; 200884555

Troops Out Movement

Alternative white paper on Ireland; Troops Out Movement. - London: Literature Committee of the Movement, [1974?]. - [M0187961SH]

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 44; 200884550

Caldwell, Malcolm

Hunger and the bomb; by Dr. Malcolm Caldwell. - London: Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, [1967]. - Title from cover. [M0187932SH]

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 45; 200884558

Mehnert, Klaus, 1906-


Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 46; 200884584

Pałoczi-Horváth, George, 1908-


Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 47; 200876123

Van Voris, W. H.


Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 48; 200876976
Aust, Stefan
The Baader-Meinhof group: the inside story of a phenomenon; Stefan Aust; translated from the German by Anthea Bell. - London: Bodley Head, 1985. - Translation of, Der Baader Meinhof Komplex. [0370310314]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 49; 200842965

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 50; 200884373

Jackson, George, 1941-1971
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 51; 200676247

Twenty years on; edited by Michael Farrell. - Dingle: Brandon, 1988. - [0863220975]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 53; 200897802

Sherwood, Marika
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 54; 200651187

Marcellin, Raymond
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 55; 200895385

Mandel, Ernest
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 56; 200651186

Breitman, George
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 57; 200895389

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 58; 200651188
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McAnulty, John
A people undefeated: ten years of struggle in the North of Ireland; an analysis by John McAnulty. - [Belfast], [1979]. - Title from cover "A Peoples Democracy pamphlet". Based on articles which originally appeared in PD paper, "Socialist Republic". [M0433058SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 59; 200895393

Pablo, Michel
Self-management and revolutionary crisis in France; Michel Raptis i.e.Michel Pablo. - [London]: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International, [1968]. - Title from cover. At head of title: Dossier 2. [M0433060SH]
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 60; 200895394

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 61; 200651190

Duff, Peggy
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 62; 149262801

The compleat anti-road protester: a comprehensive guide to beating the bulldozer.
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 63: 200678602

LSE: what it is, and how we fought it.
London: Agitator, 1967. 24 p. : ill. ; 25 cm. + 1 insert (1 leaf, 25 x 21 cm.).
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 64: 200678603

Berry, Steve
'To the bitter climax of death if necessary': the H-block hunger strike and the struggle for political status. London: Produced and distributed for the SWP by Socialists Unlimited, 1980. 22 p. : ill. ; 30 cm.
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 65: 200678604

Safri, Gianni
Organising for revolution: [text of a speech given at the 'Telos' conference in Buffalo, November, 1971]. London, [1972?]. 16 p. ; 21 cm. (Documents from the Italian Revolutionary Movement ; No.1)
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 66: 200678605

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 67: 200678606

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 68: 200678607
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Of student poverty: considered in its economic, political, psychological, sexual and, particularly intellectual aspects, and a modest proposal for its remedy.
Cover title: Ten days that shook the university - the Situationists at Strasbourg.
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 69: 200678608

Richman, Geoff
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 70: 200678609

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 71: 200678610

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 72: 200678611

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 73: 200678612

Russell, Bertrand, 1872-1970
Appeal to the American conscience. London: Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, [1966]. 8 p. (folded) : ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 insert (1 leaf, 26 x 21 cm.).
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 74: 200678613

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 75: 200678614

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 76: 200678615

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 77: 200678616

Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 78: 200678617

Campaign for Social Justice in Northern Ireland.
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 79: 200678618
Mr Wilson speaks ... "frankly & fearlessly" ... on Vietnam ... to Bertrand Russell.
Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION 80: 200678602
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Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
  Bulletin; Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. - London: Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. - [S0010026SH]
  Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION PER; 1958(May, June)

  Labour monthly. - [0023-6985]
  Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION PER; 50(7)/1968

  New society. - 1986 onwards incorporates "Voluntary action". [0028-6729]
  Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION PER; 44(813)/1978

  Sanity. - Issued by Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. [0036-4444]
  Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION PER; 1973(Oct)

  War and peace: the CND quarterly. - London: Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. [S0010025SH]
  Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION PER; 1(1,2)/1963

  Western Bank Library PROTEST COLLECTION PER; 1(6), 1(7), 1(11)/1968